
States That Tax Social Security 2019
Any adult living in the United States (/countries/united-states-population/) knows about paying taxes. We pay taxes to the federal government

on our income, and we also pay income taxes in our state too, depending on where we live. We pay taxes on our homes, and we may also have

to pay taxes on our vehicles. We pay taxes on the items we purchase, and in some states, a gas tax is also applied.

Social Security benefits are also taxable. Across the nation, up to 85% of your benefits can be taxed by the federal government. In some states, a

state tax is also applied.

Of the 50 states, 13 states tax Social Security benefits. Those states are:

Colorado (/states/colorado-population/)

Connecticut (/states/connecticut-population/)
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Kansas (/states/kansas-population/)

Minnesota (/states/minnesota-population/)

Missouri (/states/missouri-population/)

Montana (/states/montana-population/)

Nebraska (/states/nebraska-population/)

New Mexico (/countries/mexico-population/)

North Dakota (/states/north-dakota-population/)

Rhode Island (/states/rhode-island-population/)

Utah (/states/utah-population/)

Vermont (/states/vermont-population/)

West Virginia (/states/virginia-population/)

If you live in one of these states or planned to move to one of these states for retirement, this extra tax on Social Security benefits may throw up

a red flag. However, many of the states on this list have been ranked as some of the most tax-friendly states for retirees when considering other

types of state taxes, including sales tax, property tax, estate tax, and inheritance tax.

 States That Tax Social Security by Population 2019

Source:
Which states tax Social Security benefits? (https://www.aarp.org/retirement/social-security/questions-answers/which-states-do-not-tax-social-

security-benefits.html)

State 2019 Pop. 2019 Growth

Colorado (/states/colorado-population/) 5,770,545 1.32%

Connecticut (/states/connecticut-population/) 3,567,871 -0.13%

Kansas (/states/kansas-population/) 2,910,931 -0.02%

Minnesota (/states/minnesota-population/) 5,655,925 0.80%
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State 2019 Pop. 2019 Growth
Missouri (/states/missouri-population/) 6,147,861 0.35%

Montana (/states/montana-population/) 1,074,532 1.15%

Nebraska (/states/nebraska-population/) 1,940,919 0.60%

New Mexico (/states/new-mexico-population/) 2,096,034 0.03%

North Dakota (/states/north-dakota-population/) 760,900 0.11%

Rhode Island (/states/rhode-island-population/) 1,056,738 -0.05%

Utah (/states/utah-population/) 3,221,610 1.91%

Vermont (/states/vermont-population/) 627,180 0.14%

West Virginia (/states/west-virginia-population/) 1,791,951 -0.77%
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